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Weekly Reading Summaries- Précis

In preparation for weekly Socratic Seminars, students will craft and submit to onCampus a
one-page précis. For the purposes of this assignment, each précis will consist of an original,
single-spaced summary of the major themes and ideas of the assigned chapter from the Brinkley
text. These papers will serve as an entry ticket for discussions and help students to identify in
advance major concepts of a given chapter, while also serving as a resource for review later in
the year. Completed summaries are due by 11:59 each Sunday night. Students may not contribute
in Socratic seminars until they have completed their summaries. Late précis and subsequent
missed opportunities to participate in class discussions will negatively affect course engagement
grades.

Précis which are vague, fail to address the majority of a chapter, do not meet the length
requirements, or otherwise fail to comport to the above expectations will not merit a passing
grade.

Example-

The first chapter of Alan Brinkley’s American History: A Survey provides an overview of
pre-Columbian indigenous societies throughout North America and explores how European
colonization transformed the New World. As a U.S. history text, Brinkley focuses his attention
on aspects of this Atlantic exchange which affected peoples and places that would eventually
become a part of the American empire. For this reason, chapter one concentrates not just on the
British colonies—although they do receive ample attention—but on Spain’s northernmost
holdings in the future states of the American west and on the Transatlantic Slave Trade.

Brinkley’s depicts Native Americans as diverse peoples who created powerful empires
and fought, lived, and traded with one another prior to European contact. In modern-day Peru,
the Incan empire united some six million people under a single throne, while the Aztecs and
Mayas produced engineering marvels and established societies that rivaled those of Europe. The
peoples who settled in the present-day United States tended to establish smaller, less elaborate
societies. Some, such as the Cahokia, built large cities, while others established peripatetic
societies dependent upon the migration of wild game. . . .

In the late fifteenth century, the Spanish empire, buoyed by a general population boom in
Europe and eager to find alternative routes to the lucrative spice islands near present-day
Indonesia, funded Christopher Columbus’ expedition to find a shortcut to the west. He instead
found lands unknown in Europe: a “New World” later named the Americas. To these new lands,
the Spanish sent soldiers and settlers who established new colonies that eventually stretched
from Central and South America to present-day Florida, Texas, and California. These settlers
also brough to the New World a violent system of oppression, known as the Encomienda, and
disastrous ecological consequences in the form of European diseases for which the natives had
no immunity. . .



In 1497 Great Britain entered the contest for the North American continent when. . .


